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## Summary of Topic:

Bacteria (Germs) and Proper Hand Washing

## Main Curriculum Tie:

Hygiene.

## Required Materials for Lesson:

- Glo germ (bottle- order from supply company).
- Florescent light.
- Soap.

## Background for Teacher:

Know how to properly wash hands.

## Student Prior Knowledge:

## Intended Learning Outcome:

How quickly germs spread and that they are all around us. Proper hand washing.

## Instructional Procedure:

- Teacher puts some glo germ on their hands right before class.
- Somehow pass the germ to the students. Example, shake a few hands or give high fives.
- Have student do a quick activity where they need to intermingle.
- Use florescent light to determine how much germ has spread.
- Then have the use proper hand washing technique and check again to see if any germs are left.

## How to Measure Outcome:

Observation.